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Abstract. This paper explores options to the built-in authentication mechanism
of the Google Glass which is vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. Two simple
PIN-based authentication techniques are presented, both of which provide protec-
tion against shoulder surfing. The techniques employ two interfaces for entering
the PIN, namely, voice (Voice-based PIN) and touchpad (Touch-based PIN). To
enter the same PIN, user has the freedom to choose either technique and thereby
interface, as per the environment in which authentication is being performed. A
user study was conducted with 30 participants to compare the performance of
the proposed methods with the built-in technique. The results show that the pro-
posed mechanisms have a significantly better login success rate than the built-in
technique. Interestingly, although the average authentication times of the pro-
posed methods are higher than that of the built-in one, the users perceived them
as being faster. The results also indicate that the proposed methods have better
perceived security and usability than the built-in method. The study reveals that
when it comes to authentication on augmented reality devices, there is a need for
authentication mechanisms that complement each other as users tend to prefer a
different interface in different contexts.
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1 Introduction

Wearable computing devices like the Google Glass [1] are becoming increasingly pop-
ular in health-care applications [2]-[4] and there is a promise of growing adoption in
many other innovative applications [5], [6]. As with any personal computing device, in
order to deter theft and protect personal information, there is a need for an authentica-
tion mechanism that binds the specific user to the Glass [7].

In order to authenticate the device user, Google Glass offers a touchpad based pat-
tern lock mechanism. The password is a sequence of four touch gestures chosen from
a set of ten gestures, thereby providing the same number of possible passwords as a 4
digit PIN. The gesture set consists of tap or swipe gestures using one or two fingers (see
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Figure 1). The user interface for password entry is shown in Figure 2(a), where the
three entered gestures are tap, two-finger tap and swipe back.

The key advantage of the built-in technique is that it is universal in the sense that it
can be employed in different ambient conditions including noisy and poorly lit environ-
ments. A free hand and a sense of touch is all that is needed. However, the technique has
some limitations. First, it is susceptible to shoulder surfing, as the sequence of finger
movements on the touchpad located on right side of the head is easily visible to others.
Second, some of the gestures (specifically the ones involving the hook swipe gesture)
require complicated hand movements and are difficult to perform. Finally, the built-in
technique does not exploit the full capabilities of this head mounted device where the
screen is only visible to the user.

This paper explores the design and usability of two PIN-based authentication mech-
anisms that are easy to use while providing reasonable security against shoulder surfing
unlike the built-in mechanism offered by Google. The techniques are novel in the sense
that two different interfaces can be used to enter the PIN, voice and touch, depending
on user choice and the external environment. For Voice-based PIN (VBP) entry, a user
utters a cipher PIN corresponding to the actual PIN. It should be noted that voice is
the natural choice of interface for entering the PIN in a wearable headset device like
the Google Glass where textual input is provided by voice. Also, the hands-free for-
mat of the mechanism makes it ideal for the device. However, the drawbacks of natural
language voice commands, specifically noisy background, prevents it from being used
in all contexts. To account for such situations, the other interface through which the
Google Glass is controlled, i.e. touchpad, can be employed. Thus, we introduce a sec-
ond technique, namely Touch-based PIN (TBP), which complements the VBP. Both of
the techniques leverage the private display visible only to the user to provide protection
against shoulder surfing. Although, it could be argued that the display of the Glass is
not completely private because the screen is visible from the other side. However, the
screen is too small for an adversary to read without being strikingly close to the user or
using sophisticated camera equipment. The adversary would have to record and post-
process the screen (and also the cipher PIN uttered by the user in the case of VBP) to
determine the PIN. This is an unrealistic threat for the average Glass user and thus goes
beyond the purpose of this paper.

A user study with 30 participants was conducted to evaluate the security, usability,
efficiency, and likability of the proposed authentication mechanisms with respect to
the built-in authentication technique. From the user’s point of view, any authentication
mechanism is bound to fail if perceived as complex or time consuming or vulnerable
by the user even though it it is theoretically resilient. With this in mind it is important
to access the perception of security. In this work, experience of the user is investigated
and quantified using System Usability Scale (SUS) assessment [27]. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first to explore alternative authentication mechanisms on
the Google Glass with an extensive user study.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

– Design of alternate PIN-based password schemes on Google Glass using either
voice or touchpad input.
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Fig. 1. Available gesture set in the built-in authentication mechanism: (a) tap (b) swipe forward
(c) swipe back (d) hook swipe forward (e) hook swipe back (f) two-finger tap (g) two-finger
swipe forward (h) two-finger swipe back (i) two-finger hook swipe forward (j) two-finger hook
swipe back

– Quantitative evaluation of efficiency and effectiveness of the PIN-based authenti-
cation mechanisms along with the built-in one in terms of login time and login
success rate, respectively.

– Qualitative evaluation of the three authentication mechanisms in terms of perceived
security, usability, and likelihood of future use.

– Analysis of user reaction and preference in different usage contexts.
Results show that VBP and TBP have a higher perceived security and usability than

the built-in method. VBP and built-in methods have comparable login times but TBP
requires longer time. However, performance of users improved with number of trials.
The study also reveals that users prefer different mechanisms in different contexts. They
picked either VBP or TBP over the built-in mechanism in public settings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing authentica-
tion mechanisms for various user interfaces. In Section 3, the PIN-based authentication
schemes are introduced. Section 4 presents the user study design. Evaluation results are
presented in Section 5. Detailed interpretation of the results is done in Section 6 and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Personal identification number (PIN) [9] is the most common user authentication
method to prevent unauthorized access in modern hand-held computing devices like
mobile phones, tablet, etc. Although in recent times, some devices have incorporated
finger-print authentication due to its uniqueness, accuracy, speed and robustness, the
mechanism is unlikely to make large impact due to extra cost, additional hardware,
non-replaceable nature and fear of identity theft [10]. However, based on short term
and lab studies (e.g. [11]), it has been argued that PIN has low memorability and secu-
rity. To address these issues, multiple methods have been proposed to replace PIN with
graphical and pattern-based passwords [12]-[?]. However, most of them are not robust
enough against various vulnerabilities like shoulder surfing and eavesdropping [9]. Sev-
eral techniques ( [17], [18]) were introduced including hardware based [19]- [21] and
biometric feature based ones [22]- [24] to counter these challenges.

With the evolution of touch-screen based devices, the need for authentication mech-
anisms better suited for such interfaces became evident. Among the previously men-
tioned schemes, only pattern-based approaches have seen widespread adoption. The
drawmetric scheme Draw-a-Secret [14] is implemented in the Android OS as ‘pattern
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Layout of the authentication systems. (a) built-in mechanism: the first three entered ges-
tures are tap, two-finger tap, and swipe back (b) VBP mechanism: the white colored digits show
the real PIN numbers whereas the red colored digits are the cipher numbers temporarily repre-
senting the real PIN digits (c) TBP mechanism: randomly assigned keypad layout that changes
with every instance

lock’ [25]. However, one recent study in a real world setting over a reasonable period of
time shows that PIN outperforms the pattern lock in terms of speed and error rates [26].
Hence, it can be argued that given the threat model and usability constraints, PIN-based
authentication is a reasonable alternative, often in combination with another factor, and
will be hard to replace.

The approaches discussed above were designed for devices that have keyboards or
touch-screens emulating keyboards. Therefore, none of these methods can be applied in
their original form on augmented-reality glasses, like the Google Glass, that do not sup-
port traditional user interfaces. Authentication methods that employ the novel interfaces
of the Google Glass are yet to emerge. As mentioned before, the built-in mechanism is
vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack. Some possible solutions for handling such an at-
tack were outlined in [8]. The idea of voice command based PIN entry mechanism
referenced in [8] is similar to the proposed VBP method. The system would display
some random number for every digit and the user would have to add his secret digit
to this random number and speak the result mod 10. Manual computation required to
enter the PIN makes this method less usable. The other mentioned concept is to display
a randomly assigned letter to each digit, and the user has to utter the associated letters
corresponding to the PIN digits. However, the authors did not present any prototype
design and user study to evaluate the methods. This motivated us to explore alternative
authentication schemes for the Google Glass with an aim to increase the security of the
built-in method while at least maintaining its current usability level.

3 Authentication Mechanisms

In this section, the authentication mechanisms for voice and touch interfaces are pre-
sented in detail.

3.1 Voice-based PIN (VBP) Authentication

The VBP mechanism uses voice to capture a PIN to unlock the Google Glass. In case
the PIN is spoken directly, anyone around the user can hear and learn the secret value.
One possible solution is to conceal the real PIN with a cipher text. The ciphers rep-
resenting the digits could be another set of digits or alphabets (for e.g., {A, ..., Z}) or
short words (for e.g., {‘cat′, ..., ‘dog′}). One initial study with different types of ciphers
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shows that users preferred digits as the cipher in terms of usability and time taken to au-
thenticate. Hence, in our design we map plain text digits to cipher text digits. Of course,
the mapping from plain text to cipher text PIN has to change with every instance. For
this, the private display visible only to the user can be used.

The Google Glass display is programmed to show a numeric touchpad-like grid,
with each cell containing two different digits as shown in Figure 2 (b). The digits on
the left in the cells (white ones) represent the real PIN digits found in a standard numeric
touchpad. The second digit on the right side (red ones) of each cell shows the randomly
mapped cipher digit that the user will have to utter in order to enter the corresponding
real PIN digit. So for instance, in Figure 2(b), cipher digit 7 is used to represent PIN
digit 1. To enter the PIN, the user is required to utter the red cipher digits which will
then be mapped back to the actual cell numbers to compute the PIN. For instance to
enter PIN 3961, a user has to utter 2437 (see Figure 2(b)).

The voice signal, captured by the mounted microphone on the Google Glass, is then
processed by the Android speech recognition API to detect the corresponding cipher
digits. Once the digits are recognized, the input PIN is computed by reverse mapping
of the cipher digits into the corresponding real PIN numbers. If the detected input PIN
matches with the stored PIN, the user is granted access to the Google Glass. It should
be noted that the randomly assigned red cipher digits change with every instance.

3.2 Touch-based PIN (TBP) Authentication
The second authentication mechanism uses the mounted touchpad and requires swipe
and tap gestures on the touchpad to enter the PIN. Since the Google Glass has the
downward swipe reserved for the ‘go back’ or ‘return to the Home screen’ actions,
the proposed method is designed with forward and backward swipes only. Figure 2(c)
shows the layout of the user interface for the TBP mechanism. As can be observed
from the figure, the cells of the virtual grid are overlaid with different digits which are
randomly arranged for each authentication input.

To enter a PIN, the user is required to navigate to each of the corresponding cells
using swipes and select the digit by tapping. Forward and backward swipe movements
allow the user to move from the current cell to the next cell or previous cell, respectively.
To verify a user, the input PIN is compared with the stored one. If they are matched,
access is granted.

Since the digit assignment to the grid is different on every instance, the sequence
of gestures performed by the user to enter the same PIN will be different each time.
Hence, even by observing finger movements on the touchpad, it is difficult to deduce
the actual PIN.

4 User Study
A user study was performed to systematically evaluate the properties of the VBP and
TBP as alternate authentication mechanisms in terms of their security, usability, ef-
fectiveness (e.g., login success rate), efficiency (e.g., login times), and likeability. The
study also investigated the following presumptions:
1. The login time for the PIN-based methods will decrease as the user becomes more

familiar with the method.
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2. The time it takes for authentication and the effort required are negatively correlated
with preference.

3. One single mechanism of authentication is not enough for the different environ-
ments in which the Google Glass may be used. There is a need for multiple login
mechanisms that can be efficiently used in specific situations. A voice based tech-
nique such as VBP might be preferred when the user’s hands are busy, whereas the
TBP might be suitable in noisy environments or situations where the user is not
comfortable speaking the PIN loudly.
We used a Google Glass with 1.2 Ghz dual-core processor, 1 GB RAM, 16 GB

memory, and display of 640×360 pixels for the study. The applications were developed
on the Android platform 4.4. The user’s identity was protected as no information about
the user was stored that would make it possible to identify them.

4.1 Participants
The study was conducted with a total of 30 participants (11 females and 19 males) in a
quiet conference room. The subject pool comprised high school, undergraduate, grad-
uate, PhD students, and faculty without any security expertise. Among the users, only
16.67% had some prior experience with the Google Glass. 56.67% of the participants
belonged to the 18-24 years age group, 23.33% to the 25-30 years group, 6.67% to the
30-35 years group, and the remaining 13.33% to the 35-40 years group.

75% of the users reported that they use a locking mechanism for their phone. 70%
of the users strongly agreed that they would be concerned if someone gained access
to their Google Glass assuming that the Glass contained or provided access to their
personal information such as pictures, videos, messages, and emails. 72.4% of the users
said that they would like to use a locking mechanism for the Glass and that they believe
it is important to have it in order to protect their private information.

4.2 User Study Design
The passwords were fixed in advance to limit the number of variables affecting the
experiment and to ensure that sufficiently complex passwords were used. Two sets of
passwords were chosen as mentioned below:

– Set 1 : PIN was 8340. Pattern was two-finger swipe forward, tap, hook swipe for-
ward, two-finger swipe back.

– Set 2 : PIN was 2791. Pattern was two-finger swipe back, swipe forward, two-finger
tap, hook swipe forward.

The PINs were chosen with no repeated, consecutive or neighboring digits. The same
PIN was used for the VBP and TBP mechanisms to allow for comparison between the
methods. Similarly, for the built-in mechanism, patterns of high strength were chosen.
The use of two sets of passwords helped in minimizing the effect of password choice
on the analysis.

The group of 30 users was randomly divided into two subgroups and each subgroup
was assigned with one of the password sets. Each participant performed three authen-
tication methods in random order to ensure no bias towards a particular mechanism.
After an introductory session, each user went through three authentication sessions and
a final feedback session as described below.
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Introductory Session (5 min): The user was given a short tutorial on how to handle
the Google Glass and was allowed to operate and get familiarized with the Glass. The
user was assigned the passwords according to the group he/she belonged to.

Authentication Session (approximately 60 min): For each authentication mecha-
nism, the users went through three phases: (1) practice (2) verification, and (3) survey.

At the beginning of each experimental condition, the authentication method was
first briefly explained and the user was guided through the authentication interface. The
user was allowed to practice the authentication method for a brief time.

Following the practice phase, the user was asked to log into the Google Glass re-
peatedly until ten successful logins were achieved. The user’s inputs, authentication
times, and authentication success rates were recorded during this verification phase.

Finally, the user answered a number of questions about usability and security of the
authentication mechanism just used before moving on to the next mechanism.

Feedback Session (5 min): At the end of the study, the users were asked a final set
of questions comparing all the methods.

4.3 Questionnaire

Part I: At the end of each authentication session, participants were asked to evaluate the
security and usability of the method. To get subjective assessment about the usability,
the ten-question System Usability Scale (SUS) [27] was used. The term “system” in
SUS refers to the “authentication method” to be evaluated in our study. In the SUS
assessment, responses to each of the ten questions are given on a five-point scale ranging
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. Apart from the raw SUS score, for better
interpretation of the results, SUS percentile [28] and corresponding A-F grading [29]
are also reported in this paper.

Part II: Next, five questions were asked about perceived security, convenience,
speed, stability, and PIN guessability using the same five-point response scale as fol-
lows: (a) I think the method is very secure, (b) I think the method is very convenient,
(c) I think the method is very fast, (d) I think the method is very stable, (e) I think the
degree of guessability of the PIN is high using this method.

Part III: At the end of the experiment, the users were asked to rank the methods
in terms of security, login time, comfort, and likelihood of future use. Some of the
questions from Part II were repeated here to study whether the user’s perception changes
after using all the methods.

Part IV: To get insight about the preference of the users in choosing different mech-
anisms in different usage situations of the Google Glass, the users were asked to rank the
methods based on the likelihood of future usage in the following situations: (a) a quiet
classroom or office, (b) a busy subway or a party, (c) at home with family or friends, (d)
at home alone, (e) during jogging or biking, (f) listening to loud music alone.

5 Results

This section summarizes the results obtained by the study as described above.
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5.1 Login Success Rate
For the VBP, 13% of the participants accomplished the criterion of 10 successful logins
in 10 attempts with no incorrect logins, 63% participants made 1-3 incorrect logins and
the rest required more than 3 attempts making the mean percentage of accuracy for
password inputs to be 83% as shown in Table 1. The reason behind failure to authenti-
cate was one of the following: (a) wrong user input (b) client side error and no speech
input due to weak internet connection or heating up of the Google Glass for prolonged
use and (c) incomplete voice signal as the user took more time than the allocated one
(20s). It was observed that the utterance of wrong sequence of digits caused error only
32.4% times while the other two reasons happened 58.1% and 9.5% times, respectively.

Table 1. Performance study

VBP TBP Built-in Method

Average Success Rate (%) 83 87 68
Average Authentication Time (Secs) 6.4 13.9 5.6

For the TBP, 27% of the users logged in without any error, 57% accomplished it
with maximum 3 incorrect attempts. The overall success rate was 87%.

For the built-in method, the success rate was lowest, i.e., 68%. Only 7% of the
users were able to login in the first attempt and 17% made 1-3 incorrect logins. Most
of the users required more than 13 attempts to perform 10 correct logins. Since all the
computations were done on the Google Glass itself without information being sent over
the network to external server, the only reason behind failure to authenticate for both
the TBP and built-in techniques was wrong user input.

5.2 Authentication Time
The authentication time was calculated from the time a participant starts entering the
password to the time that he/she successfully logs into the device. It includes the time
spent to enter the VBP or TBP (for the built-in method, this is the time to enter the
pattern), processing time to perform authentication, and server response delays.

This measure was calculated for the 10 successful trials per participant. Table 1
shows the average time taken by each successful trial for the three authentication mech-
anisms. It can be observed from these comparisons that the VBP mechanism approxi-
mately takes the same authentication time as the built-in method, while the TBP method
takes much longer.

The variation in authentication time with 10 login attempts is shown in Figure 3. The
time required for a successful login decreases with successive runs as the users become
more skillful and comfortable with the mechanism. The median authentication time also
indicates a slight learning curve. The learning effect on the speed of authentication is
shown in Figure 4.

5.3 Usability and Security Study
As described in Section 4.3 Part I questionnaire, users were asked 10 SUS questions
about the respective method. It has been observed from the feedback that participants
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Fig. 3. Variations in login time for 10 trials using (a) VBP (b) TBP (c) built-in method

Fig. 4. Variations in median login time over 10 trials using the VBP, TBP and built-in method

rated the VBP high as compared to the other two methods on the usability factors, such
as “ease of use” (question 3 of SUS), “would like to use” (question 1 of SUS). Most of
them also reported that the VBP could be learned quickly (question 7 of SUS) without
taking any technical help (question 4 of SUS) as it was less complex (question 2 of
SUS), less cumbersome (question 8 of SUS), and well integrated (question 5 of SUS)
compared to the TBP and built-in methods. Users perceived the built-in method to be
more complex and hence could not be learned as easily as the two PIN-based methods.
Moreover, the built-in method is more inconsistent (question 6 of SUS) and the users
had lowest confidence (question 9 of SUS) using the method.

Table 2. System Usability Scale (SUS) study

VBP TBP Built-in Method

SUS Score 76.1% 69.1% 61.2%
SUS Response Percentile (approx.) 77th 54th 33th
SUS Grade B C C

Results of quantitative analysis of the feedback are reported in Table 2. The table
shows the average SUS score, response percentile, and grade for each authentication
mechanism. The VBP was rated highest with a score of 76.1%, well above the average
SUS response value (68%). This marks the VBP in the 77th percentile with a SUS grade
of B. The TBP method also scored above the average SUS response value, with score of
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Fig. 5. Overall user experience after using the VBP, TBP, and built-in method

69.1%, 54th percentile and a SUS grade of C. The built-in mechanism was rated lowest,
with a SUS score of 61.2%, 33th percentile and a SUS score of C.

Figure 5 shows the result of Part II questionnaire in Box plot using the same 5-
point Likert scale (in the 5 point scale 1 represents “strongly disagree” and 5 represents
“strongly agree”). Based on this feedback, the average score for each method is com-
puted as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Overall user experience results

VBP TBP Built-in method

Security 4.17 4.14 2.50
Convenience 3.53 2.57 3.10
Speed 4.20 2.33 2.90
Stability 3.53 3.90 3.20
Degree of Guessability 1.93 2.07 3.53

It can be observed from the median ratings in Figure 5 that the security of the VBP
and TBP was thought to be higher than the built-in method. VBP was perceived as most
secure with an average score of 4.17 out of 5. Average score for the TBP is 4.14, which
is comparable to the VBP. The VBP was also considered to have the lowest degree
of PIN guessability with a score of 1.93. The average score of the TBP (2.07) is also
significantly lower than that of the built-in method (3.53).

In terms of convenience, the VBP was rated highest with an average score of 3.53
out of 5, followed by the built-in method and TBP.

The users perceived the VBP to be the fastest one (average score 4.20 out of 5)
and the TBP to be slowest (average score 2.33 out of 5). This ranking contradicts with
the ranking based on actual average authentication time reported in Table 1, where the
built-in method required least time. The perceived speed for the TBP (2.33 in 5) was
also close to the built-in method (2.90 in 5). This observation shows that although the
VBP or TBP required more processing time, they were not perceived as onerous.
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The users also reported that the two PIN-based mechanisms were more stable than
the built-in method. The TBP was rated as the most stable method with a score of 3.90.

5.4 Overall User Experience

Fig. 6. User rankings of the VBP, TBP, and built-in method in terms of security, authentication
time, comfort, and likelihood of future usage

The feedback data for Part III questionnaire is plotted in Figure 6.
For security, 53.3% of the users ranked the VBP first and 46.7% ranked the TBP

first. This result goes along with the feedback taken after each authentication session
(discussed in the previous section), which shows that VBP was perceived to be the most
secure authentication method.

In terms of authentication time, 66.7% of the users ranked the VBP first whereas
26.7% ranked the built-in method first. This feedback also supports our previous obser-
vation that VBP’s perceived speed is higher than that of the built-in method in spite of
having longer login time.

In the case of comfort, the VBP was ranked first by 66.7% of the users, whereas
the other methods got 16.7% of the votes each. Similarly, 63.3% of the users gave first
rank to the VBP for the likelihood of future usage, 20.0% for the TBP, and 16.7% for
the built-in mechanism. This shows that the users had a clear inclination towards the
PIN-based techniques over the built-in method.

5.5 Context Dependent Preference Study
Figure 7 shows the feedback of the users for Part IV questionnaire.

For the first situation, a quiet office or classroom, 43.3% of the users ranked the
TBP as first and 36.7% ranked the built-in method as first. Similarly, for the second
situation, a busy subway or social gathering, 56.7% of the users ranked the TBP as first
and 30% ranked the built-in method as first. In spite of being slower, users preferred the
TBP more than the built-in method in public settings. This shows users’ concern about
the low security of the built-in method. They were ready to compromise on speed to
ensure enhanced security.

For the third situation, at home with family or friends, the VBP was ranked first
by 53.3% of the users, whereas the other methods got only 23.3% of the votes each.
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Fig. 7. User rankings of the VBP, TBP, and built-in method in different usage scenarios

For the fourth situation, at home alone, 76.7% of the users ranked the VBP as first and
only 16.7% ranked the built-in method as first. For the fifth situation, while jogging or
biking, 86.7% ranked the VBP as first. Thus, whenever users had a chance to use the
VBP (in low background noise situation), they always chose it over any other method.

For the sixth situation, listening to loud music alone, 63.3% ranked the built-in
method as first and 33.3% ranked the TBP as first. Since the users would be alone, there
was less concern about security. Hence, they felt comfortable to use the built-in method
in place of the TBP.

The above study shows that while choosing one mechanism, security is the most
important criterion to the users. As a consequence, PIN-based mechanisms were pre-
ferred in all the public settings. Even if the users were alone, they opted for the VBP
if viable. Only in the last case, the built-in method was chosen as security was not a
concern and the VBP could not be used.

6 Discussion
Effectiveness: The study provides an understanding of the relative user effort required
by the different authentication techniques. With minimal instructions and very little
practice, the users were able to login using the TBP and VBP successfully more than
80% of the time whereas using the built-in mechanism they succeeded only 68% of the
time. This shows that the PIN-based mechanisms are more effective than the built-in
one. Moreover, incase of VBP, authentication failure due to incorrect user input ac-
counted for only 32.4% of all the failed authentication attempts and the rest were due
to limitations at the level of Google Glass. With this observation, it is safe to say that
VBP will be much more effective with the advancements in the Glass technology.

Efficiency: While the VBP and built-in methods had comparable login times, the
TBP needed a significantly longer login time. Multiple horizontal swipes needed to
select the desired digits of the PIN may lead to longer login time. On an average, the
VBP and built-in method had an 8.0-8.4s shorter login time than the TBP.

However, the actual authentication time does not always match with the users’ per-
ception of speed of an authentication mechanism. Although the built-in method outper-
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formed the TBP and VBP in terms of authentication time, participants rated VBP as the
fastest. Further, the TBP scored quite close to the built-in mechanism in spite of taking
almost double average login time. The effort required to enter a PIN may have affected
users’ perception of speed.

Learning Effect: One way the PIN input can be speeded up is for users to be-
come more skillful. In our study, all the participants were novice users who were able
to increase their speed moderately in the VBP and built-in mechanism over ten trials.
However, significant improvement in speed with the TBP was observed, where average
login time was halved in 10th trial from the 1st one. This gives us reason to hope that
with practice the TBP would be more efficient and acceptable. Thus, the first presump-
tion mentioned in Section 4 is validated. Further field studies in natural environments
with more experienced users are needed to get a more complete understanding of the
learning effect.

Usability: User responses to the SUS were above average for the two PIN-based
authentication mechanisms. The built-in mechanism scored lower than average, which
indicates that it was not well accepted by the users in spite of being faster. Overall, users
were more satisfied with the new mechanisms compared to the built-in one. This obser-
vation was supported by the outcome of the feedback question on likelihood of future
usage at the end of the experiment, where participants rated the VBP first followed by
the TBP and built-in mechanisms.

Discussion on login time, perceived speed, and likelihood of future usage shows
that users always preferred the method with least effort, i.e., VBP. This may not lead
to choosing the method with least authentication time. Perceived speed played a more
important role in the selection. Thus, our second presumption is partially confirmed.

Security: With respect to security, participants always rated the VBP and TBP much
higher than the built-in method. They also reported that the guessability of the PIN
using the built-in method is much higher than the two proposed mechanisms. Inclination
towards the VBP and TBP was also evident from the users’ choice of authentication
technique in public space. They always opted for either one of these two methods over
the built-in one.

Preferred Mechanism in Hypothetical Usage Situations: Feedback on the likeli-
hood of usage of the three authentication techniques in different usage contexts shows
that people tend to choose different authentication mechanisms depending on the en-
vironment. Apart from the situational constraints, security was an important aspect in
selecting the method. The built-in mechanism was never chosen in public settings.

To choose the preferred authentication method, just like the main menu of the
Google Glass, user needs to simply utter ’yes’ or ’no’ for an authentication option seen
on the screen or tap to choose an option. This would allow for a successful integration of
the two methods in a real system, without significantly increasing authentication time.

Limitations: The main drawback of the proposed method is that it restricts the use
of PINs with repeated digits. The problem is more prominent with VBP, whereas TBP
suffers only if there is consecutive occurrences of same digit. Even if a single digit of
a PIN is repeated, then the number of guessable passwords reduces to 1000. However,
the problem can be solved by changing the cipher digit assignment or the keypad layout
after each digit entry for VBP and TBP, respectively.
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7 Conclusions
This paper presents two PIN based authentication methods, namely, TBP and VBP
for the Google Glass. Both of them take advantage of the unique characteristics of
the wearable device, especially the private display, to make the method robust against
shoulder surfing and eavesdropping. Since the same PIN can be entered using both
methods, a user has the freedom to choose any one depending on the environment.

A detailed user study was conducted to compare the PIN based authentication tech-
niques with the built-in method, testing authentication accuracy, security, usability and
overall user experience. The results show that VBP and TBP have better accuracy than
the built-in method, users being able to successfully login more than 80% of the time
using the VBP or TVP, while only 68% of the time using the built-in mechanism. The
VBP and built-in methods have comparable login times (∼8s) but the TBP requires a
significantly longer login time (14s). However, users perceived VBP to be the fastest
followed by the built-in and TBP methods. In terms of perceived security, the VBP and
TBP were ranked ahead of the built-in method. 53.3% of the users ranked the VBP and
46.7% ranked the TBP as the most secure mechanism. The usability of the PIN based
methods was also higher as the SUS score for the VBP (76.1%) and TBP (69.1%) was
better than that for the built-in method (61.2%). The results also suggest that the PIN
based authentication mechanisms have overall better user perception in terms of sta-
bility, and likeability than the built-in method. Further, the study provides insight into
users’ preference when using these three techniques under different contexts. The PIN
based techniques complement one another in different scenarios and were preferred
more in public settings than the built-in one. The results show that the PIN based meth-
ods have the potential to be used for secure user authentication on Google Glass in
various usage contexts.
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